Super Seeds
Cut these images out and sort these pictures into their seed dispersal mechanisms or create a branching tree diagram.
Choose from animal internal, animal external, wind, fire or expulsion. Can you find other examples of these mechanisms?

1) Sierra Redwood (Sequoiadendrom giganteum)

5) Teasel (Dipsacus fullonum)

9) Oriental Plane (Plantanus orientalis)

2) Squirting Cucumber (Ecballium elaterium)

6) Lesser Burdock (Arctium minus)

10) Deadly Nightshade (Atropa belladonna)

3) Acer (Acer velutinum)

7) Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus urnigera)

11) Rowan (Sorbus aucuparia)

Answers

1) Sierra Redwood - fire
2) Squirting cucumber - expulsion
3) Acer - wind
4) Prickly Poppy - wind
5) Teasel - animals external (messy eating birds!)
6) Lesser Burdock - animal external
7) Eucalyptus - fire
8) Chinese Lantern - water and wind
9) Oriental Plane - wind
10) Deadly Nightshade - animal internal
11) Rowan - animal internal
12) Creeping Thistle - rhizome (infertile seeds by wind)
13) Austrian Pine - wind
13) Austrian Pine (Pinus nigra)

4) Prickly Poppy (Argemone mexicana)

8) Chinese Lantern (Physalis alkekengi)

12) Creeping Thistle (Cirsium arvense)

Super Seeds
EYFS / KS1
Seed activities suitable for EYFS and KS1
Go on a seed hunt
Group and order seeds
Make seed bar charts to count your collection
Create seed artwork and pictures
Use seeds for role play (e.g money)
Make potions with seeds as ingredients
Have a closer look with a magnifying glass
Can you find seeds in your fruit snacks?
Try growing seeds from your snack
Try growing seeds from your collecting
Play a feely game. Can you can identify the seed?
Use sunflower seeds to make a bird feeder
Make some seeded bread
Make seed bombs

KS3
Seed activities suitable for KS3

Go on a seed hunt
Research why we have seed banks
Create a seed bank from your collection
Identify the dispersal mechanism
Group and classify the seeds using branching tree
diagram
Use your seeds to create a natural diagram
showing the full life cycle from seed to plant
What is the difference between a seed and a bulb?
Look closely at seed structures under a
microscope
Soak and open a broad bean to see what you can
find
Create a time-lapse film or a germinating seed

KS2

Seed activities suitable for KS2

Go on a seed hunt
Use your seeds for data handling in maths
Use your seeds to inspire a poem
Try growing the seeds you collected
Work out how the seeds disperse
Create a branching diagram to group seeds
Create an animation or cartoon strip to show
how the seeds germinate
Soak and open up a broad bean
Use seeds for nature inspired art
Create seed bombs
Look up close with a magnifying glass
Hide acorns like a squirrel. Can you find them a
day later?

Further ideas
For students wanting a challenge.

Can you propose answers to these questions and
complete some research. Or maybe you could come
up with an interesting research question yourself.
Why has the Creeping Thistle adapted to spread
by rhizome rather than seed?
What is the function of the casing around the fruit
in the Chinese Lantern plant?
Why does the Sierra Redwood and Eucalyptus
require fire for seed dispersal? Is the tree
protected from the fire?
Why is Deadly Nightshade not poisonous to birds?
What invention did the Lesser Burdock inspire?

